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1. I don’t understand why they lie to ---- all the
time; they should be ashamed of ---- for doing
so.

A) others / them
B) one another / theirs
C) another / them
D) each other / themselves
E) the others / their own

2. My grandmother is so old and weak that she
can’t walk by ---- anymore; she needs ---- to
hold her.

A) her / somebody
B) herself / nobody
C) her / no one
D) hers / anyone
E) herself / someone

3. When	we	finished	eating	and	were	ready	to	get
the bill, the waiter asked ---- if we wanted ----
else.

A) we / anything
B) ourselves / something
C) ours / nothing
D) us / anything
E) us / everything

4. When I got off the plane, I saw many suitcases
at the luggage claim area, but ---- were not
among ----.

A) mine / them
B) ours / they
C) my / theirs
D) our / them
E) myself / theirs

5. Although most twins look alike, ---- don’t
always like the same things or act like ----.

A) some / another
B) ones / each
C) they / each othe
D) others / other’s
E) few / other

6. ---- is what we have for dinner tonight; if you
don’t like it, you can make ---- a sandwich.

A) That / yours
B) This / yourself
C) It / you
D) There / of your own
E) Here / our

7. Whenever we have guests at home, my parents
want me to greet ---- and sit with ---- for a while.

A) themselves / them
B) them / theirs
C) their / themselves
D) them / them
E) theirs / themselves

8. My	sister	loves	reading	science	fiction	books,
so I am going to buy ---- for ---- as a birthday
present.

A) it / hers
B) some / hers
C) one / her
D) ones / myself
E) these / herself

1	–	32.	sorularda,	cümlede	numaralanmış	yerlere	
uygun	düşen	sözcük	ya	da	ifadeyi	bulunuz.

PRONOUNS
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9. I haven’t brought any books with ----; may I
read one of ----?

A) me / yours
B) mine / yours
C) me / your
D) myself / your own
E) my / yourself

10. There are several middle-aged students at our
college, and ---- is even married with children.

A) some
B) neither
C) either
D) every
E) one

11. There was a new student sitting in our
classroom this morning and the teacher
introduced ---- to ---- all.

A) us / hers
B) herself / our
C) her / us
D) her / ours
E) she  / ourselves

12. I went to the cinema with my parents on
Sunday, as I had ---- better to do.

A) any
B) neither
C) anything
D) everything
E) nothing

13. I’ve just found out that ---- of the students in
my class has a hearing impairment and I feel
very sorry for ----.

A) ones / them
B) every / them
C) those / theirs
D) one / him
E) neither / her

14. ---- who have handed in their compositions can
leave	now,	but	----	have	to	stay	until	they	finish
----.

A) Those / the others / theirs
B) These / they / themselves
C) The ones / the other’s / their
D) Ones / another / them
E) They / the ones / theirs

15. I am not a great TV viewer. I only watch TV if
there is ---- good on or if I have ---- else to do.

A) nothing / something
B) nothing / anything
C) something / nothing
D) everything / nothing
E) anything / everything

16. Last	night,	we	watched	five	comedy	DVDs	one
after ----, but ---- made us laugh, which was
very disappointing.

A) another / neither
B) the other / none
C) the others / each
D) other / all
E) others / few
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17. Ultraviolet radiation from the sun in small
amounts	is	beneficial	to	health,	but	too	much
of ---- is harmful.

A) they
B) them
C) its
D) it
E) their

18. Herman Melville lived in New York City for most
of ---- life; however, he wrote ---- most famous
book,	Moby	Dick,	on	a	farm	in	Massachusetts.

A) him / him
B) his / his
C) himself / his
D) him / his
E) his / him

19. After ---- parents were killed in a tragic car
accident, there was no one to look after ----.

A) their / himself
B) him / them
C) their / themselves
D) her / hers
E) his / him

20. Thomas met an acquaintance of ---- in the
street, but didn’t stop to speak for very long
since he hardly knew ----.

A) her / him
B) hers / his
C) his / her
D) himself / him
E) him / them

21. Politics has played an increasing part in
human	affairs	since	men	and	women	first
organised ---- into societies.

A) themselves
B) them
C) itself
D) its
E) theirs

22. Since the rubbish collection department has
gone on strike, there is ---- to clean up the
mess in the streets.

A) someone
B) everyone
C) no one
D) anyone
E) somebody

23. One of the factors that set some hotels apart
from ---- is the speed and willingness their staff
have while doing ---- jobs.

A) other / theirs
B) others / their
C) the others / its own
D) another / its
E) the other / them

24. Maria hasn’t come over for a visit lately, so I
hope there is ---- wrong with ----.

A) anything / her
B) something / her own
C) everything / herself
D) nothing / her
E) nobody / hers
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25. A good conversationalist is ---- who has the
ability to spot the humorous sides of everyday
events and to talk about ---- in a way which
keeps an audience amused.

A) anyone / they
B) somebody / their
C) someone / them
D) something / themselves
E) anybody / itself

26. Since ---- volunteered for the dangerous
mission, the captain had to order ---- to do it.

A) somebody / anyone
B) anyone / everybody
C) everybody / nothing
D) anybody / anyone
E) no one / someone

27. Both your own errors and ---- of other drivers
can put your safety at risk, so ---- must be very
careful at the wheel.

A) those / you
B) that / they
C) one / yourself
D) this / you
E) theirs / they

28. We intend to go ---- for the New Year, but it
seems ---- has already been booked up.

A) anything / anywhere
B) nowhere / everyone
C) somewhere / everywhere
D) anywhere / something
E) something / nowhere

29. Though the twins Tom and Tim have the same
appearance, they have personalities that are
very unlike ----.

A) one’s
B) one another
C) another
D) each one
E) other

30. The president has recently noted that
terrorism threatens not only the security of the
country, but also ---- of the entire international
community.

A) none
B) this
C) these
D) those
E) that

31. Some scholars think that Shakespeare’s plays
might have been written by ---- because they
know so little about ----.

A) himself / his
B) everybody / itself
C) nobody else / themselves
D) someone else / him
E) anyone else’s / himself

32. ---- cannot fully appreciate the work of
Werner Heisenberg without examining ----
contributions in the context of the time in
which he lived.

A) Those / them
B) You / yours
C) One / his
D) The one / him
E) Ones / their
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Every year, scientists from over 27 countries carry 
out research in a place that is like (33) ---- place in 
the world. It is Antarctica. Scientists from many areas 
of study come to Antarctica. They (34) ---- biologists, 
astronomers, physicists and geologists. There are 
always exciting discoveries being made in this 
huge natural laboratory. (35) ----, scientists recently 
discovered a group of small organisms that appear to 
have lived (36) ---- millions of years under the ice. The 
water under the ice is very salty and contains many 
kinds of minerals. The bacteria use (37) ---- to survive.

33.
A) each other
B) no other
C) others
D) the other
E) the others

34.
A) protect
B) overcome
C) purchase
D) study
E) include

35.
A) Even so
B) Instead
C) For example
D) In contrast
E) In addition

36. 
A) until
B) while
C) since
D) for
E) with

37.
A) one’s
B) ones
C) these
D) this
E) that

Parsley is an ancient green and a respected addition to 
many foods. It is a good source of vitamins and 
(38) ---- nutrients. Some people find the taste a little
strong, but (39) ---- chew on parsley to freshen
(40) ---- breath. Curly parsley is the kind that often
ends up being used just for appearance. Many
gardeners grow curly parsley as a border for
flowerbeds. Flat-leaf parsley is easier to work with
for cooking. This kind is often called Italian or French
parsley. Hamburg parsley has flat leaves that can
be used for the same purposes as other parsley. But
(41) ---- also has a large root which is (42) ---- as a
vegetable.

38.
A) other
B) the other’s
C) one another
D) the others
E) another

39.
A) the ones
B) each other
C) another
D) the other
E) others

40.
A) those
B) them
C) their
D) theirs
E) themselves

41.
A) they
B) these
C) its
D) it
E) one

42.
A) inhabited
B) consumed
C) obeyed
D) alerted
E) spread

33	–	52.	sorularda,	parçalarda	numaralanmış	
yerlere	uygun	düşen	sözcük	ya	da	ifadeyi	
bulunuz.
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September 22 is a day when humans might damage 
the ozone layer less than on (43) ---- days. Why? 
It is international “car free” day, which is celebrated 
worldwide (44) ---- over 100 million people in about 
1,500 cities. The global event is a day for people to 
leave (45) ---- cars at home. This means car drivers 
can help (46) ---- global warming and perhaps get 
some exercise instead. It (47) ---- aims at encouraging 
motorists into considering more environmentally 
friendly alternatives to cars. 

43.
A) another
B) one other
C) others
D) the others
E) other

44. 
A) on
B) by
C) at
D) for
E) from

45.
A) its
B) their
C) his own
D) them
E) theirs

46.
A) increase
B) remain
C) protect
D) reduce
E) rise

47.
A) also
B) either
C) too
D) still
E) ever

A new report suggests that jogging could be bad for 
your health, especially if you do (48) ---- alone. A team 
of researchers from Harvard University has said that 
going for a run (49) ---- is not as healthy as people 
believe. Their research has shown that jogging as part 
of a group is healthier. The experiments they did on 
rats suggest that running alone (50) ---- stress levels 
and slows down brain cell growth. Professor Elizabeth 
Gould, the research leader, said: “These results 
prove that, with no social (51) ----, a normally positive 
experience can have a negative influence (52) ---- the 
brain.”

48.
A) it
B) its
C) them
D) these
E) itself

49. 
A) with one another
B) of your own
C) oneself
D) with the other
E) on your own

50.
A) raised
B) raises
C) was raised
D) has been raised
E) had raised

51.
A) destination
B) division
C) expansion
D) interaction
E) occupation

52.
A) in
B) with
C) on
D) for
E) from
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53. ---- if you want to get a better mark for it.

A) You should revise your notes before your
exams

B) You had better type your essays on the
computer

C) You have been studying English long enough
D) You should improve the conclusion of your

French essay
E) You must translate your compositions into

German

54. ----, so you can have both.

A) You must choose between playing computer
games and watching TV

B) Of all the applicants for the position, none has
the required qualifications

C) I want neither to have a shower nor to go out
D) Of the two pieces of cake on the table, neither

appeals to my taste
E) I have been to several countries in Europe so

far

55. ---- knows that taking care of one isn’t
something cheap.

A) The person who had been called to see the
injured horse

B) When one has the chance to save the life of
an animal

C) Anyone who has ever had a pet
D) No one has ever earned much money for

looking after a pet
E) Having a cat or a dog in one’s own house

56. Every	one	of	Dante’s	books	in	his	Divina
Commedia ----.

A) ends with the word “stars”
B) and is seen as one of the greatest works of

world literature
C) that is divided into three parts
D) deal with one aspect of human nature
E) should read at least one of them as a child

57. ----; however, neither of them was able to do
so.

A) The stranger asked the two men standing at
the bus stop their names

B) A young girl is discussing a hot issue with her
classmates

C) Jack asked for his parents’ help in finding a
suitable title for his project

D) Thomas believed that all of his friends would
come to support him at the match

E) The whole class was eagerly listening to the
instructions of the teacher

58. ----, but no one seems eager to solve the
problem.

A) It is not always easy to come over certain
problems

B) The bad smell in our neighbourhood keeps
getting worse

C) The Golden Horn is no longer a polluted area
D) There were a lot of people in the concert hall
E) The mayor’s health condition had been quite

poor

53	–	64.	sorularda	cümleyi	uygun	şekilde	
tamamlayan	ifadeyi	bulunuz.
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59. While some people suffer from obesity ----.

A) others are in danger of starvation
B) the others couldn’t find enough food
C) there are some other serious environmental

problems
D) another one is lack of food
E) there is another who complains about putting

on weight

60. ---- that her term paper was much better than
those of her classmates.

A) It is said to be
B) Somebody must have asked
C) Anybody will wonder
D) Nobody can deny
E) Someone should recommend

61. One of the students wanted to leave the room
during the exam ----.

A) whom I had a great confidence in
B) saying that she wasn’t feeling well
C) because of their stomach ache
D) and neither of them finished the test
E) he hadn’t studied well enough for the exam

62. When you enter through the main door of the
library, ----.

A) you’ll see the information desk directly in front
of you

B) he has been studying there for two hours
C) you had to keep quiet not to disturb anyone
D) the librarian asked for your library card
E) one should turn right for the reference books

63. ----, but mine is still waiting to be repaired.

A) My car has recently been serviced
B) Ronald’s bike looks better than it was
C) Since these new bulbs hardly ever blow
D) My brother’s game console is out of order
E) Sarah, my best friend, hopes to pass the test

64. ----, neither of which is advisable.

A) The couple was sunbathing in the hot sun
B) There are numerous kinds of drug that

threaten the youth of today
C) All three designs are outdated
D) People tend to either indulge in or avoid red

meat completely
E) Alcohol addiction affects all aspects of your ife
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65. The owner of the corner shop is the father of a
student of mine.

A) I have several students whose parents have
corner shops.

B) The corner shop’s owner, who was a student
of mine, has a son in our school.

C) Both the corner shop’s owner and his son
used to be my students.

D) Among my students, there is one whose father
used to own a shop on the corner.

E) The corner shop belongs to the father of one
of my students.

66. No one in our department has read all of the
novels by Jane Austen.

A) The members of our department have read
most of the novels of Jane Austen.

B) Jane Austen’s novels haven’t been read by
anyone in our department.

C) Every novel by Jane Austen has been read by
the members of our department.

D) There is almost no one in our department who
has read any of Jane Austen’s novels.

E) None of the members of our department has
read all the novels written by Jane Austen.

67. Many people had got to the concert hall before
we did, but few had taken their seats.

A) Before we arrived at the concert hall, a lot of
people had already taken their seats.

B) We were among the few people who arrived at
the concert hall on time and took their seats.

C) Although a lot of people arrived at the concert
hall earlier than we did, not many were sitting
in their seats.

D) Many people arrived at the concert hall after
we had taken our seats.

E) There were just a few people in the concert
hall when we arrived there, but they were all
seated.

68. Everyone except her mother approved of her
decision.

A) No one but her mother approved of her
decision.

B) Although everyone disapproved of her
decision, her mother didn’t.

C) The only person to disapprove of her decision
was her mother.

D) Her decision wasn’t approved by anyone,
even by her mother.

E) Everyone, including her mother, disapproved
of her decision.

69. A good income means little if one has no time
to enjoy it.

A) A good income doesn’t have much meaning if
one wastes his time to enjoy it.

B) Earning a lot of money is meaningless if the
person doesn’t know how to spend it.

C) Making a lot of money means little as it won’t
leave you any time to enjoy it.

D) Enjoying the money one earns has little
meaning if it is earned over long hours.

E) Earning much money won’t mean much if the
person can’t spare time to enjoy it.

70. Not all Tamils live in India, although it is home
to a majority of them.

A) Not all Tamils are Indian although all of them
reside in India.

B) India is home to few Tamils, as the majority
live in other countries.

C) Although most of the Tamils reside in India,
there are some others who live in other
countries.

D) There are hardly any Tamils living outside
India as almost all of them live there.

E) Almost half of the Tamils live in India and the
others just own houses there.

65 – 76. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın	cümleyi	bulunuz.
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71. Some people are fascinated by mountain
climbing although they are afraid of heights.

A) It is strange that some people climb mountains
despite the fact that they have a fear of
heights.

B) Their fear of heights doesn’t stop some people
from being fascinated by mountain climbing.

C) Mountain climbing is not for people who have
a fear of heights.

D) There are people who are so afraid of heights
that they can’t even watch people climbing a
mountain.

E) The reason why some people don’t like
mountain climbing is that they are afraid of
heights.

72. None but the two seriously injured people
were able to survive the plane crash.

A) Two people were seriously injured in the plane
crash buy neither survived.

B) Except for two people, everybody survived the
plane crash.

C) Only two seriously injured people survived the
plane crash but all the others died.

D) Everybody except two people was seriously
injured in the plane crash.

E) Of the seriously injured people, only two died.

73. All the eye-witnesses but one said that the
driver of the red car was the faulty one.

A) The driver of the red car is supposed to have
caused the accident.

B) Most of the witnesses reported the guilty
driver to the police after the accident.

C) Apart from one person, all the people who saw
the accident said the red car’s driver  was to
blame for the accident.

D) All the people who saw the accident told the
police that the man in the red car was faulty.

E) The driver of the red car was said to be not
guilty by all the eye-witnesses, except for one.

74. The boy whose grade was the highest in class
was given an award by the administration.

A) The administration awarded the boy because
his grade was the highest in class.

B) Students with high grades will be given prizes
by the administration.

C) The student who was given a prize by the
administration got a high grade on the exam.

D) Those students with the highest grades are
always given a reward by the administration.

E) The only student who got a high grade
was the one who was awarded by the
administration.

75. Among all my friends, nobody but Carl can
solve this problem.

A) If Carl cannot solve this problem, I don’t think
anybody else can.

B) This problem cannot be solved by any of my
friends except for Carl.

C) The best thing I can do is to get Carl to solve
this problem.

D) Of all the people I knew, only Carl was able to
solve the problem.

E) Among all my friends, anyone except Carl can
solve this problem.

76. The soldiers had been very brave so each was
given a medal of honour.

A) The bravery of some soldiers earned them a
medal of honour.

B) A medal of honour will be given to any soldier
in the team who fights bravely.

C) Because all the soldiers had been brave,
every one of them was given a medal of
honour.

D) There wasn’t any soldier in the team who was
given a medal of honour for their bravery.

E) Almost all the soldiers in the team were given
a medal of honour for their bravery.
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INFLUENCE 11..................  .................. VOCABULARY BOOK

1. - 30. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi
bulunuz.

1. My father sold his car last year, but now he
- - - - that, as he still can’t get used to
travelling on public buses.

A) accepts B) denies
C) admits D) regrets

E) refuses

2. Lead weights were one of the early tools that
were used to - - - - the depth of the oceans.

A) encounter B) regulate
C) measure D) count

E) dive

3. The earliest known - - - - of the elephant lived
about 40 million years ago, and they were
roughly the sizes of pigs and cows.

A) inhabitants B) residents
C) ancestors D) changes

E) figures

4. To minimize its negative effects, it is important
for parents to understand what - - - - television
can have on their children.

A) purpose B) impact
C) cause D) action

E) doubt

5. People have many holidays to honour heroes
or to commemorate religious or historical
events, but April 1 - - - - as the only holiday
that celebrates foolishness.

A) comes across B) looks up
C) stands out D) gets away

E) brings up

6. The book Ageless İstanbul - - - - an
opportunity to compare the buildings of the
past with those of the present in İstanbul.

A) donates B) crosses
C) provides D) designs

E) explains

7. I hope the weather doesn’t get any worse;
otherwise, we will have to - - - - the garden
party.

A) call	off B) throw	up
C) get	on D) give	off

E) put up

8. Leonardo da Vinci’s paintings are famous for
many qualities that have been much imitated
by students of art and discussed by art
authorities and - - - -.

A) debates B) disputes
C) arguments D) elements

E) critics

9. If you want to control your weight, you should
include more healthy foods into your diet and
eat more - - - -, 4 to 6 times per day in smaller
amounts.

A) heavily B) vividly
C) currently D) frequently

E) rarely

10. Although you may think your cat is very
independent, he still - - - - you for food,
water, safe shelter, regular veterinary care,
companionship and more.

A) looks into B) carries on
C) gets through D) goes through

E) counts on

VOCABULARY TEST 1
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11. An architect is trained and licensed in planning
and designing buildings and participates in
supervising the - - - - of a building.

A) damage B) adoption
C) installation D) achievement

E) construction

12. Many pesticides contain heavy metals
and chemical compounds that pollute the
environment and - - - - cause health problems
in humans.

A) potentially B) fortunately
C) willingly D) deliberately

E) randomly

13. Many babies find the motion of a train - - - -, but 
it is always best to take a favourite toy, a blanket 
and a storybook to keep the baby calm during 
the journey.

A) annoying B) frustrating
C) irritated D) disappointed

E) soothing

14. There was a(n) - - - - atmosphere in the TV
studio when the two rival politicians met.

A) tense B) representative
C) temporary D) unavoidable

E) dense

15. Humans have always been - - - - with the
possibility of life on other planets and the
existence of aliens.

A) fascinated B) filled
C) surrounded D) objected

E) enclosed

16. The most exciting moment of my life was when
my schoolmates began to cheer and - - - -  as I
stepped on the stage to say my poem.

A) destroy B) criticize
C) contribute D) applaud

E) appear

17. The White Horse Temple in Luoyang, Henan
Province, was the first Buddhist temple in
China, - - - - by Emperor Mingdi in the year 68
CE.

A) generated B) delivered
C) established  D) consumed

E) hired

18. Humans have always been curious about
space travel because of their desire to - - - - 
the unknown.

A) memorize B) realize
C) recover D) explore

E) expect

19. Mr Nicholson is too old to deal with the clients
now, so his sons are expected to - - - - the
business soon.

A) hand out B) put away
C) take over D) bring on

E) end up

20. There are certain table - - - - to be observed
when you have guests for dinner or when you
attend a formal dinner or lunch.

A) manners B) movements
C) borders D) reactions

E) suggestions

VOCABULARY TEST - 1
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21. Mobile phones receive and transmit radio
waves, and some people are - - - - that this
may increase the risk for cancer.

A) satisfied B) concerned
C) fulfilled D) located

E) attracted

22. Common examples for young people’s reaction
to stress often - - - - listening to music,
daydreaming, keeping up friendships and
being close to people they love.

A) include B) own
C) contain D) carry

E) recognize

23. Google Earth, a virtual globe, map and
geographic information programme, was
originally - - - - Earth Viewer.

A) bought B) founded
C) called D) held

E) classified

24. World population distribution is uneven as
some places are sparsely populated while
others are - - - - populated and overcrowded.

A) densely B) barely
C) strangely D) scarcely

E) mainly

25. The world’s biggest venomous snake, the
deadly King Cobra, is even - - - - of killing a
full-grown Asian elephant.

A) responsible  B) ignorant
C) guilty D) capable

E) flexible

26. The international pizza delivery corporation,
Domino’s Pizza, is - - - - and popular amongst
young people who love fast food.

A) renowned B) odd
C) peculiar D) mysterious

E) strange

27. Conferencing is a crucial part of business
because you can’t work - - - - without
exchanging information with colleagues and
potential partners.

A) uselessly B) stubbornly
C) severely D) harshly

E) effectively

28.  Public restrooms are a major - - - - of disease
because of the number of dirty fingers
touching the doors, sinks and paper-towel
dispensers.

A) participation B) role
C) source D) origin

E) type

29. Naturalists are biologists who are very - - - - 
about the history and evolution of nature.

A) innocent B) knowledgeable
C) suspicious D) ignorant

E) adjustable

30. Temba Tseri made his first - - - - to climb
Mount Everest in June 2000, but bad weather
forced him to return before reaching the
summit.

A) discovery B) attempt
C) benefit D) event

E) search
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TEST 1

In 2010, a Swiss court fined a man an incredible 
amount of $290,000 for speeding. This fine broke the 
previous record for the highest ever speeding fine 
in Switzerland. In fact, it was more than double the 
previous record. The judges calculated the fine by 
taking into account the motorist’s great wealth and 
the fact that he had been caught speeding before. 
The court accused him of ignoring traffic rules in his 
desire to speed in his powerful vehicle, a Ferrari. He 
had driven 57 km/h faster than he was allowed to on 
a road with an 80 km/h speed limit. Fortunately for the 
speeder, he didn’t have to pay the fine all at once. Half 
of the money had to be paid upfront, and the rest could 
be paid in instalments over two years. 

1. According to the passage, the driver ----.
A) knew nothing about Swiss traffic rules
B) paid $290,000 for a fast car
C) committed the same crime in the past
D) refused to pay the fine
E) was only driving at 57 km/h

2. It is clear from the passage that the driver ----.
A) had been to court before for committing crimes

other than speeding
B) drove his Ferrari with the intention of breaking

a record
C) thought that his fine was a reasonable one
D) didn’t mean to drive overly fast
E) was a rich person

3. We understand from the passage that in
Switzerland in 2010, ----.
A) there was no single standard fine for speeding
B) Ferraris were going to be banned from the

roads
C) judges had a very high salary
D) the speed limit was generally ignored
E) people supported the huge fines for speeding

1. – 24. soruları, verilen parçalara göre
cevaplayınız.
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The small Namibian city of Swakopmund is different 
from the rest of Namibia in certain ways. One of 
these is its moderate climate, which offers relief from 
the extreme heat of the surrounding desert. And as 
Namibia has grown in status as a safari destination, 
so Swakopmund, which was of little interest until 
the 1970s, has become more popular with tourists. 
Furthermore, the recent US remake of the 1960s 
British TV series The Prisoner was filmed there, which 
brought further popularity to the city. One of the tourist 
attractions in the city is the Swakopmund Museum, 
which has collections and photographs documenting 
Namibia’s history and peoples. The sections devoted 
to the latter are amazing and they reflect the recent 
acknowledgement of the importance of ethnic groups 
such as the San, Nama and Herero.

4. We understand from the passage that the San,
Nama and Herero peoples ----.
A) are in constant conflict with each other
B) look down on the country’s ethnic majority
C) dislike the fact that more tourists are visiting

Namibia
D) inspired a TV show made in the 1960s
E) were not seen as significant in the past

5. We learn from the passage that Swakopmund
----.
A) is where the TV series called The Prisoner

was shot in the 1960s
B) has a temperature that is cool by Namibian

standards
C) attracted more tourists before 1970
D) doesn’t have a long history
E) is where the earliest ever photographs of

Namibia are exhibited

6. The main focus of the passage is on a ----.
A) safari holiday that starts in Swakopmund
B) TV series based on one from the 1960s
C) little urban area in Namibia
D) selection of Namibian ethnic groups
E) museum which is highly respected
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Florence Chadwick was the first woman to swim the 
English Channel in both directions. Her next goal, 
when she was 34 years old, was to become the first 
woman to swim from Catalina Island to the California 
coast. However, on her first attempt in 1952, the sea 
was like an ice bath, and the fog was so dense that 
she could hardly see her support boats. She had 
been swimming for nearly 16 hours, and her body was 
numb. Sharks cruised toward her lone figure, only to 
be driven away by rifle shots. Alongside Florence, in 
one of the boats, her mother and her trainer offered 
encouragement. They told her it wasn’t much farther. 
But all she could see was a solid wall of fog. They 
urged her not to quit. She never had ... until then. With 
only a half-mile to go, she asked to be pulled out. Two 
months later, she tried again. This time, despite the 
same dense fog, she swam with her faith intact and 
her goal clearly pictured in her mind. She knew that 
somewhere behind that fog was land, and this time she 
made it! Florence Chadwick became the first woman to 
swim the Catalina Channel, overshadowing the men’s 
record by two hours!

7. It can be understood from the passage that
Florence Chadwick ----.
A) swam the English Channel in both directions

in 1952
B) was the first person to swim the English

Channel
C) was very close to achieving her aim at her first

attempt when she decided to quit
D) was the kind of a person who would never

complete what he or she started
E) swam from Catalina island to California in

exactly 16 hours

8. It is pointed out in the passage that Florence’s
mother ----.
A) begged her to come out of the sea when she

saw the sharks coming towards her
B) was also a professional swimmer like her
C) could only hear her daughter’s cries for help

but failed to see her because of the dense fog
D) was accompanying her in a boat while she

was swimming
E) pulled her daughter out seeing that she was

unconscious due to icy water

9. It is implied in the passage that Florence
was successful in her second attempt ----.
A) because on that day the sky was clear, and

she could easily see which direction she was
heading to

B) because she had greater faith in herself,
not because of more favourable weather
conditions

C) because she spent the two months after her
first attempt training harder than ever

D) but was not able to break the men’s record
E) and became the first person to swim from

atalina Island to the California coast
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Most ancient societies needed a secure environment 
for the continuation of the family line and a system 
of rules to handle the granting of property rights and 
the institution of marriage handled these needs. This 
explains why throughout history, and even today, 
families have been arranging marriages for couples. 
Some marriages involved a dowry —bride’s family 
giving money or presents to the groom or his family; 
some required a bride price —the groom or his family 
giving money or a present to the bride’s family, few had 
any sort of courtship or dating, but most had traditions. 
However, one nearly universal tradition is that of the 
engagement ring. This custom can be dated back to 
the ancient Romans. It is believed that the roundness 
of the ring represents eternity. Therefore, the wearing 
of wedding rings symbolizes a union that is to last 
forever. It was once thought that a vein or nerve ran 
directly from the “ring” finger of the left hand to the 
heart, which is an abandoned belief today.

10. According to the passage, ----.
A) arranged marriages usually end up in divorce
B) couples should not get married just because

their families want them to
C) the only function of marriage is to determine

who will get the family estate in case of the
death of a spouse

D) society needs marriage to protect property
rights and bloodlines of families

E) the institution of marriage is not valued today
as much as it was in the past

11. When we have a look at marriages throughout
history, we can see that ----.
A) families have not been involved much in

marriages
B) nearly all cultures have different traditions of

marriage
C) exchanging presents is a widespread tradition

among societies
D) courtship and dating are not seen in any

primitive cultures
E) a dowry is the symbol of marriage according to

some very old traditions

12.  It can be concluded from the passage that the
engagement ring ----.
A) is the symbol of eternal love and union
B) was traditionally worn on the right hand in

ancient Rome
C) symbolizes the vein running directly from the

ring finger to the heart
D) used to be round in the past but today comes

in very different shapes
E) has different meanings in different cultures
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In the past, animation was not such an easy process 
as it is today and it was time-consuming. For instance, 
the handmade 1989 short film A Grand Day Out with 
Wallace and Gromit took 6 years to make. Its creator 
also needed the facilities of a top film school. However, 
animators today can use Internet programmes. For 
instance, Simon Tofield has created a popular short 
film based on his cat. That the software he used is 
very easily accessible is clear from the fact that Tofield 
knew nothing about computers before he started using 
the programme “Flash”. He feels that had he done his 
animation by hand, it would have been a very tedious 
and long-lasting project for him. And more recently, 
Shane Acker, using online software at home, created 
a short film based on his own idea of doll fighting 
machines. The director Tim Burton came across the 
film on the Internet and helped expand it into the 
popular movie 9.

13. The purpose of the author in writing this
passage is to point out ----.
A) the role of computer and Internet programmes

on making animated films
B) the creativity of Shane Acker
C) the contributions of good directors such as Tim

Burton to film industry
D) the current popularity of short animated films
E) the advantages of the programme known as

“Flash”

14. It is implied in the passage that Shane Acker
----.
A) and Simon Tolfield worked together to make a

film on cats
B) doesn’t think A Grand Day Out with Wallace

and Gromit is a good example of an animated
film

C) sent his short animated film to Tim Burton so
that he could expand it to a regular-length
movie

D) is a far more talented director than Simon
Tofield

E) came up with the main storyline for the film 9

15. It can be understood from the passage that
animation ----.
A) requires a great deal of expertise in computer

science
B) has lost its popularity in the last three decades
C) is no longer being taught at prestigious film

schools
D) began to interest Tim Burton first in 1989
E) if done by hand is a difficult and time-

consuming process
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People of the Atayal tribe, who live in the mountains 
of northwest Taiwan, had no electricity until the late 
1970s. The tribe has 154 members making up 28 
households. Two decades ago, it was common for 
the Atayal to carry a flaming torch to walk through the 
forest at night. The torches were ignited by burning 
pieces of bark from red pine trees found mainly in 
areas above an elevation of 4900 feet. The tribe has 
had a simple electric system since 1979 and just 
recently, Taiwan’s Industrial Technology Research 
Institute has replaced old incandescent lamps with 
energy saving light bulbs. Yet, older members still 
say they liked the flame more because it didn’t cost 
any money. The 70-year-old tribe leader has said, “I 
could see the stars in the sky and the shape of the 
mountains at night, but the electric light blocks me from 
seeing them as it is too bright.”

16. It is clear from the passage that the Atayal
tribes people ----.
A) are not familiar with electricity yet
B) are mostly in their seventies as the younger

ones have all left
C) have recently started to use energy-saving

light bulbs
D) cannot afford to pay for the electricity they use
E) used the wood of red pine trees to burn their

torches and to build their homes with

17. The passage makes it clear that ----.
A) the Atayal tribes people still use torches at

night
B) the Atayal tribes people used incandescent

lamps until recently
C) the Atayal tribe consists of only 154 homes
D) electricity has been brought to the tribe by

Taiwan’s Industrial Technology Research
Institute quite recently

E) the place where the Atayal tribe lives is
located at a height of 4900 feet

18. We understand from the passage that ----.
A) the Atayal tribes people have no idea what

energy-saving bulbs are
B) had it not been for a technology research

institute, the Atayal tribe would not have any
electricity today

C)  the elderly of the tribe miss using torches in
the dark

D) the Atayal tribes people prefer using
incandescent lamps to energy–saving light
bulbs

E) the leader of the Atayal tribe is very happy to
have electricity
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Superstitions that belong to the cultural tradition are 
enormous in their variety. Nearly all people, in nearly 
all times, have held irrational beliefs concerning 
methods of warding off ill or bringing good, foretelling 
the future, and healing and preventing sickness and 
accidents. A few specific folk traditions, such as beliefs 
in the evil eye or in the effectiveness of an amulet, a 
small piece of jewellery worn to protect against bad 
luck, disease etc, have been found in most periods 
of history and in most parts of the world. People also 
develop personal superstitions: a schoolboy writes a 
good examination paper with a certain pen, and from 
then on that he considers that pen lucky. Likewise, a 
horseplayer may be convinced that gray horses run 
well for him. Even in so-called modern times, in a day 
when objective evidence is highly valued, there are 
few people who would not, if pressed, admit to being 
attached secretly to one or two irrational beliefs or 
superstitions. Such superstitious ideas exist despite 
the evidence which oppose their validity.

19. The passage suggests that superstitions ----.
A) have existed in most parts of the world in

almost all times
B) are unreasonable beliefs that are held only by

illiterate people
C) definitely play an important role in protecting

one against evil
D) are always unique to each person and have

nothing in common
E) have their origin in ancient times, when

people had no understanding of the natural
phenomena

20.  It is pointed out in the passage that ----.
A) superstitious people hardly ever suffer from a

serious illness
B) superstitious people are looked down on by

scientific circles
C) wearing an amulet to keep away evil spirits is

especially common among women
D) ancient people believed that the evil eye

protected people against bad luck
E) personal superstitions result from experiences

that an individual has during his lifetime

21. It is implied in the passage that ----.
A) people give up their superstitious beliefs once

they have been scientifically proved wrong
B) contrary to popular belief, superstitions do not

vary from one culture to the other
C) almost everybody holds a superstitious belief

even though they may be reluctant to admit it
D) all cultural superstitions can be refuted by

scientific evidence
E) most people rightly blame the evil eye for

anything bad that happens to them
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Although bats certainly aren’t blind, they do not use 
their sight for hunting insects in the dark. The saying, 
“blind as a bat” probably arose because of the way 
they fly at night, darting here and there. Actually the 
bat is hunting insects, which we cannot see at night 
when the bat is flying around.  Bats have developed a 
highly sophisticated echolocation system that allows 
them to catch tiny insects and avoid obstacles, even in 
complete darkness. When they’re flying, bats produce 
a stream of high-pitched squeaks, mostly beyond the 
range of the human ear. These squeaks hit objects 
and bounce back. So bats listen to these echoes to 
produce a clear picture of their surroundings and avoid 
objects on their way.  

22. We learn from the passage that bats ----.
A) run into objects around them when they fly at

night because they can’t see in the dark
B) scare insects away by their high-pitched

squeaks
C) are more intelligent than we think they are
D)  produce high-pitched sound waves when they

are afraid of humans
E) use sound waves and their system of hearing

when hunting insects at night

23. One point made in the passage is that ----.
A) humans cannot see bats as they fly very fast
B) the way bats hunt insects at night makes them

fly as if they were blind
C) human eyesight is not as good as that of bats
D) there are some insect species that are

invisible to the human eye
E) bats never fly at day time because they can’t

see anything in daylight

24. Which of the following is NOT explained in the
passage?
A) why we think bats are blind
B) how bats avoid objects on their way
C) how the echolocation system of bats works
D)  why humans cannot hear bat squeaks
E) how poor the bat’s eyesight is














































































































































































































